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QUANTUM NOISE

• Storing single observable not enough.

•Decoherence deteriorates 
“quantum” observables.

• Can we store quantum information?
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KITAEV’S IDEA
• Locally defined quantum error 

correcting code (QECC).

• Hamiltonian with degenerate 
ground space (GS).

• Constructed examples of  
“topologically protected” GS.

Kitaev, A. Y. (2003). Fault-tolerant quantum computation by anyons. Annals of Physics, 303(1), 2–30.
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ROBUST ENERGY 
DEGENERACY

•Quantum information storage.

•Decoherence = 
uncontrolled phase =
uncontrolled energy or time

• Use robust “zero-modes” !

Bravyi, S., Hastings, M. B., & Michalakis, S. (2010). Topological quantum order: Stability under local perturbations. Journal of Mathematical 
Physics, 51(9), 093512. doi:10.1063/1.3490195

check that for any fixed k the band Ik is separated from all other bands Im, m != k, by a gap
at least 1/2 provided that J < Jk, where

Jk =
1

c1(4k + 2)
.

Thus the bands originating from eigenvalues 0, 1, . . . , k of H0 are separated from each other and
from the rest of the spectrum by a gap at least 1/2 provided that J < Jk.

In the case when excitations of H0 are anyons, one can infer all topological invariants such
as S, R, and F -matrices by evaluating fusion and braiding diagrams with only a few particles
(for example 4 particles su!ce to compute all F matrices). Accordingly, any matrix element of,
say, F -matrix, can be represented as an expectation value "!0|Om . . . O2O1|!0# where |!0# is the
ground state and Oi are operators creating pairs of excitations from the ground state, moving,
fusing, and annihilating them. Our stability result for excited states with O(1) excitations allows
us to construct quasi-adiabatic continuation of operators Oi thus explicitly demonstrating that
the perturbed Hamiltonian has the same S,R, and F matrices as the ideal one, see Section 7.
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Figure 1: Energy bands Ik describing the spectrum of a perturbed Hamiltonian H0 + V .

1.2 Sketch of the stability proof

Let us sketch the main steps of the proof of Theorem 1. We start from proving the theorem for
a special class of perturbation V such that all individual interactions Vr,A preserve the ground
subspace P , that is, [P, Vr,A] = 0. We call such perturbations block-diagonal. In Section 3 we
prove that block-diagonal perturbations are relatively bounded by H0, that is, $V !$ % b$H0!$
for any state |!# & H and for some coe!cient b = O(J). Here for simplicity we ignore some
exponentially small corrections. A nice feature of relatively bounded perturbations is that the
spectrum of a perturbed Hamiltonian H0 + V is contained in the union of intervals Ik where k
runs over the spectrum of H0 and Ik = (k(1 ' b), k(1 + b)), see Section 3.1. The proof of the
relative boundness is rather elementary and uses certain decomposition of the Hilbert space in
terms of syndrome subspaces which is a standard tool in the theory of quantum error correcting
codes. In order to get a strong enough bound on the coe!cient b we use a novel technique of
“coarse-graining” the syndrome subspaces, see Section 3.2 for details.

6

Code space = ground space
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ACTUAL VS. IDEAS 
GROUND SPACE

Pastawski, F., Kay, A., Schuch, N., & Cirac, I. (2010). Limitations of Passive Protection of Quantum Information. 
Quantum Information and Computation, 10(7&8), 0580–0618.

H̃ = UH0U
† = H0 + (U � 1)H0U

† +H0(U
† � 1)
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†
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spectrum of a perturbed Hamiltonian H0 + V is contained in the union of intervals Ik where k
runs over the spectrum of H0 and Ik = (k(1 ' b), k(1 + b)), see Section 3.1. The proof of the
relative boundness is rather elementary and uses certain decomposition of the Hilbert space in
terms of syndrome subspaces which is a standard tool in the theory of quantum error correcting
codes. In order to get a strong enough bound on the coe!cient b we use a novel technique of
“coarse-graining” the syndrome subspaces, see Section 3.2 for details.
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P0 = U †P̃U

Ideal Actual

• Ideal code space has large contribution of perturbed excitations.

• Excitations introduce errors in t < O(log(L)) for the toric code.

•Degeneracy is robust. code space is not!
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ADIABATIC PREPARATION OF 
ENCODED QUANTUM STATES

Prepares actual GS by design.
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CAN IT BE DONE?
(The gap closes)
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IS IT ROBUST?
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CAN WE ENCODE 
INFORMATION?
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•Toric code Hamiltonian

•Adiabatic interpolation.

• Joint symmetries.

•Phase transitions & boundaries.

•Supercoherent qubit.

•Color code (Steane 7 qubit)Accessible states.

•Conclusions

OUTLINE
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TORIC CODE & HAMILTONIAN

P0 =
Y

p

Pp

Y

v

Pv

Ground space projector

Pp =

0@ +
O
e of p

Ze

1A /2

Pv =

 
+
O
e at v

Xe

!
/2

Plaquete and vertex anyons [[2L2, 2, L]]Parameters:

Kitaev, A. Y. (2003). Fault-tolerant quantum computation by anyons.   Annals of Physics, 303(1), 2–30.

HTC = �
X

v

Pv �
X

p

Pp
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ADIABATIC PREPARATION OF 
TOPOLOGICAL ORDER

Hamma, A., & Lidar, D. A. (2008) 

•No plaquete anyons: HU is a joint symmetry of the system.

• Lattice gauge duality mapping gives gap:

• Sectors are topologically protected from perturbations.

H(s) = HU + (1� s)H⇠ + sHg

H⇠ = ⇠
X

e

Ze

U � g, ⇠

HU = �U
X

p

Pp Hg = �g
X

v

Pv

�(L) ⇡ O(L�1)
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• From uniform field to toric code

ADIABATIC INTERPOLATION

HTC = �
X

v

Sv �
X

p

Sp

Anyon quasiparticlesMagnon quasiparticles

4-fold degenerate GSUnique GS.
Topological gapConstant gap

H(s) = (1� s)HP + sHTC

~� = {X,Y, Z}

HP = �~h ·
X

e

~�e
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JOINT SYMMETRIES &
CONSERVED QUANTITIES

8s, q 2 {1, 2} : [Z̄q, H(s)] = 0

8s, q 2 {1, 2} : [X̄q, H(s)] = 0

No plaquete anyons

No vertex anyons

Hamma, A., & Lidar, D. A. (2008). Adiabatic Preparation of Topological Order. 
Physical Review Letters, 100(3), 030502–4.

Less conserved quantities in Y direction.

~h · ~� = ±Z ) 8p, s : [Sp, H(s)] = 0

~h · ~� = ±X ) 8v, s : [Sv, H(s)] = 0

~h · ~� = ±Y ) 8s, q 2 {1, 2} : [Ȳq, H(s)] = 0
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OTHER JOINT SYMMETRIES
8s, ◆̂ : [T◆̂, H(s)] = 0Translational invariance:

8s,R 2 D4 : [R,H(s)] = 0D4 symmetry on square:

Unique initial GS shares symmetries (+1 eig).
D2 is a logical swap between logical qubits 1 and 2.

Restricted to symmetric subspace of qubits 1 and 2.
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FINAL ADIABATIC STATE?
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THE PHASE DIAGRAM

Full phase diagram (J = 1/2)?
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• Multicritical line with continuously varying critical exponents !

? S. Dusuel, M. Kamfor, R. Orus, K. P. Schmidt, and J. Vidal,

Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 107203 (2011)

15

Dusuel, S., Kamfor, M., Orús, R., Schmidt, K. P., & Vidal, J. (2011). Robustness of a Perturbed Topological Phase. Physical Review Letters, 
106(10), 107203. doi:10.1103/PhysRevLett.106.107203

Field orientation determines phase transition.

Different anyon species condense.

iPEPS + PCUT numerical study.
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NUMERICAL PHASE DIAGRAM

Qualitative for L=3

Full phase diagram (J = 1/2)?
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• Multicritical line with continuously varying critical exponents !

? S. Dusuel, M. Kamfor, R. Orus, K. P. Schmidt, and J. Vidal,

Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 107203 (2011)
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NUMERICAL PHASE DIAGRAM

Qualitative for L=3

Full phase diagram (J = 1/2)?
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• Multicritical line with continuously varying critical exponents !
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Full phase diagram (J = 1/2)?
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• Multicritical line with continuously varying critical exponents !

? S. Dusuel, M. Kamfor, R. Orus, K. P. Schmidt, and J. Vidal,

Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 107203 (2011)
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PROBABILITY OF REACHING 
GROUND STATE SPACE

L=3, T=30

-Y-X

-Z
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Full phase diagram (J = 1/2)?
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• Multicritical line with continuously varying critical exponents !
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LOGICAL X POLARIZATION
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TWO REGIMES

• 1) Usual adiabatic theorem applicable for the magnon phase.

• 2) Quasi-adiabatic continuation within the topological phase.

• Unique: parameter space has no obstructions.

• Exponentially small splitting x polynomial time =
exponentially small non-geometric phase

• Interesting stuff happens at the phase transition.
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INFINITE TIME LIMIT
• Infinite time limit adiabatic theorem.

• Ground state gap closes at the end.

• Splitting determined by lowest order perturbation theory.

• For stabilizer codes, order is set by code distance.

Rigolin, G., & Ortiz, G. (2010).  Adiabatic Perturbation Theory and Geometric Phases for Degenerate Systems. 
Physical Review Letters, 104(17), 170406.

(HF + �HI) | ni = En | ni

En =
1X

j=0

�jE(j)
n | ni =

1X

j=0

�j | n(j)i
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DEGENERATE PERTURBATION 
THEORY

• Perturbative expansion around exact topological point.

(HF + �HI) | ni = En | ni

En =
1X

j=0

�jE(j)
n | ni =

1X

j=0

�j | n(j)i

•Degeneracy preserved up to order L

�LHL ⇡
✓
�X

�

◆L

�X̄ +

✓
�Z

�

◆L

�Z̄
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OBSERVATIONS

• Preparation of encoded stabilizer states is stable
- To increase in preparation time.
- To Hamiltonian perturbations.

• Fast prep. time for 2nd order phase transitions ( T=poly(L) ).

• These are associated to lowest weight logical operators.

• How about other codes?
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CAN WE ALWAYS 
ADIABATICALY PREPARE

CODE STATES?
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SUPERCOHERENT QUBIT
•Decoherence-free subspace for uniform fields and d=2 code.

[HSS , HP ] = 0

HSS = �
4X

j 6=k=1

~�j · ~�k HSSHP

E

s0 1

VOLUME 87, NUMBER 24 P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S 10 DECEMBER 2001

the degeneracy index of the irrep, l, and an additional
internal degree of freedom, m. A complete set of com-
muting operators consistent with this decomposition and
providing explicit values for these labels is given by Ba !
!" "S"1##2, " "S"2##2, . . . , " "S"n21##2, " "S"n##2, S"n#

a $ [4]. There-
fore a basis for the entire Hilbert space is given by
jJ1, J2, . . . , Jn21,Jn , ma%, with " "S"k##2jJ1, . . . , Jn, ma% !
Jk"Jk 1 1#jJ1, . . . , Jn , ma% and S"n#

a jJ1, . . . , Jn, ma% !
majJ1, . . . , Jn, ma%. The degeneracy index l of a par-
ticular irrep having total collective spin Jn is completely
specified by the set of partial collective spin eigenvalues
Jk, k , n: l & "J1, . . . , Jn21#. This degeneracy is simply
due to the "nJ# different possible ways of constructing a
spin Jn out of n qubits. In Fig. 1 we present a graphical
method for understanding this degeneracy of the irreps.
The internal quantum number ma is the total spin projec-
tion along axis a.

The jl, Jn, m% states have a particular clean property
for decoherence mechanisms which couple collectively to
the system. Quantum information encoded into the de-
generacy jl% of these states is immune to collective de-
coherence. This information inhabits a decoherence-free
(noiseless) subsystem [4–7]. Noncollective or local errors
can still adversely affect decoherence-free subsystems [8].
In this paper we consider the action of independent errors
acting on a code derived from decoherence-free states and
we show that these errors can be suppressed by suitable
construction of the energy spectrum. The decoherence-free
property of the encoded states is retained in our approach.
However, the method we present here deals with indepen-
dent errors: as such, it can be used to reduce these errors
irrespective of the existence of collective decoherence.

FIG. 1. Diagram showing formation of the jl, Jn , m% states.
The degeneracy index l of a given J irreducible representation
can be found by counting the number of paths which start with
a spin-1'2 particle and which build up a total spin of J using
standard addition of angular momenta. Thus, each path in this
figure, starting from n ! 1, J1 ! 1'2, is in one-to-one corre-
spondence with a degeneracy index l of a given J irrep. On
is the eigenvalue of On for the final step of this pathway. The
allowed DJ transitions are shown as double-ended arrows be-
tween the energy levels of H"4#

0 (see text for definition). Shown
on the right are the l and m degeneracies of the J4 levels. The
energy difference d corresponding to a computation on the su-
percoherent qubit will split the l degeneracy.

Collective Hamiltonian.—The Hamiltonian H"n#
0 !

D
2 " "S"n##2 has eigenvalues D

2 Jn"Jn 1 1#, with correspond-
ing eigenstates jl, Jn, ma%. Thus the (possibly degenerate)
ground state of such a Hamiltonian is given by the lowest
Jn states for a particular n. For n even, these states have
Jn ! 0, and for n odd they have Jn ! 1'2. Furthermore,
H"n#

0 can be constructed from two-qubit interactions
alone: H"n#

0 ! D
2 "

Pn
ifij!1 "s "i# ? "s " j# 1

3n
4 I#. Thus we see

that H"n#
0 is nothing more than the Heisenberg coupling

"s "i# ? "s " j# acting with equal magnitude between every pair
of qubits (I is an irrelevant energy shift).

Effect of single-qubit operators.—H"n#
0 has a highly de-

generate spectrum, with energies determined by Jn. To
determine the effect of single-qubit operations on these
states, first consider the effect of a single-qubit operation
on the nth qubit, s"n#

a . Since (s"n#
a , " "S "k##2) ! 0 for k , n,

we see that s"n#
a cannot change the degeneracy index l of

a state jl, Jn , ma%. Let On ! 2
1
4I 1 " "S"n##2 2 " "S"n21##2

(defined for n . 1). On determines which final step is
taken in the addition from qubit n 2 1 to qubit n (Fig. 1).
If the final step from Jn21 to Jn was taken by adding
1'2, then the eigenvalue of On will be On ! Jn21 1

1
2 ,

while, if it was taken by subtracting 1'2, then On !
2"Jn21 1

1
2 #. It is convenient to replace " "S "n##2 by On

in our set of commuting operators, which can clearly be
done while still maintaining a complete set. We can then
replace the quantum number Jn by On, to obtain the ba-
sis jl, On, ma%. It is easy to verify that !On, s"n#

a $ ! S"n#
a .

If we examine the effect of s"n#
a on the basis jl, On, ma%

(where we have defined ma in the orientation correspond-
ing to S"n#

a ), we find that

"O 0
n 1 On# *l, On, ma js"n#

a jl0, O0
n, m0

a% !

madl,l0dOn ,O0
n
dma ,m0

a
. (1)

Thus we see that the only nonzero matrix elements oc-
cur when O0

n ! On or O0
n ! 2On. From this it follows

that the final step in the paths of Fig. 1 can either flip
sign or must remain the same. Using the relation between
the On and Jn bases, this results in the selection rules
DJn ! 61, 0 for s"n#

a acting on states in the jl, Jn, ma%
basis. Note further that, if we had chosen a basis with
mb instead of ma in Eq. (1) "b fi a#, the same selection
rules would hold, but now the ma components could be
mixed by s"n#

b . In [4] it was shown that the exchange oper-
ation Eij ! 1

2I 1 2"s "i# "s " j# which exchanges qubits i and
j modifies only the degeneracy index l of the jl, Jn, ma%
basis. Because s

" j#
a ! Ejns"n#

a Ejn, this implies that any
single qubit operator s"i#

b can therefore give rise to the mix-
ing of both the spin projections ma and the degeneracy
indices l.

These selection rules must be modified for the Jn ! 0
states. On ! 21 and ma ! 0 for all Jn ! 0 states, and
any transitions between these states will therefore have

247902-2 247902-2

• Failure of naïve approach.

•No avoided crossing 

Bacon, D., Brown, K. R., & Whaley, K. B. (2001). Coherence-Preserving Quantum Bits. Physical Review Letters, 87(24), 247902.
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CAN OTHER JOINT 
SYMMETRIES INDUCE

OTHER STABLE STATES?

MAGIC STATES?           .
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STEANE’S 7 QUBIT CODE
( COLOR CODES )

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

P =

0

@
0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 1

1

A
HCC =

X

p2 face

Ap

Ap = �
O
q2p

Xj �
O
q2p

Zj �
O
q2p

Yj

[[7, 1, 3]]

X⌦7 ⌘ �X̄ Y ⌦7 ⌘ �Ȳ Z⌦7 ⌘ �Z̄

Transverse logical operators.

May commute with initial Hamiltonian.

4-body terms (stabilizers)

H⌦7 ⌘ �H̄ R⌦7 ⌘ �R̄ R = SH

New stable fixpoints?
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GROUND SPACE OVERLAP

Steane (N=7), T=4
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LOGICAL XYZ POLARIZATION

Steane code (N=7), T=4
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LOGICAL XYZ POLARIZATION

Steane code (N=7), T=256
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CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK

• Efficient preparation of actual code space.

• Resource: encoded ancillas.

• Robust adiabatic preparation of stabilizer states. 

• Joint symmetries are not enough to guarantee stability.

• Can we enhance joint symmetries to prepare “magic 
states” in a robust adiabatic manner?
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THANK YOU!
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